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Tree Works Notification  Created By:  

Public Scrutiny  Date:  

Tree Works reference number and schedule title 

   

Wards included within planned works: 

Abbey   East Chesterton   Queen Ediths   
Arbury   Kings Hedges   Romsey   
Castle   Market   Trumpington   
Cherry Hinton   Newnham   West Chesterton   
Coleridge   Petersfield       

Within following Council service areas: 

Highways   Housing   Parks   
Size of schedule – based on number of trees included witihin: 
Small  
( < 10 trees)  

Medium  
(11 - 50 trees)  

Large  
( > 50 trees)  

Brief description of the works 
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Tree Works Notification 

For tree works submitted under a ‘Tree Works Notification’ I refer you to Policy GM3 
of the Cambridge City Council Citywide Tree Strategy 2016-2026 Part 2: 

“All planned tree works will be published on the Council website and through site 
notices for the community to access at least 20 working days before implementation. 
The council sees this as an important tool for communicating to the local community 
about tree work planned for their area and the reasons why the works are 
necessary.” https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/tree-strategy 

The notification period will run for 20 days from the date of publication of the 
schedule.  

The majority of the works contained within these schedules consists of minor 
pruning to address health and safety issues, or more significant works to remove 
trees that are obviously dead, dying or diseased, or replacement planting for trees 
that have been removed.  

A brief outline of the planned works can be found in the table shown above however; 
full details of the planned works can be found within the attached schedules and 
maps.  

Please note: where trees are due to be felled, these are marked on site with green 
tape. 

 

Public Scrutiny 

For tree works submitted for ‘Public Scrutiny’ A brief outline of the planned works 
which we wish to be publicly scrutinised can be found within the attached schedules 
and maps which will be available for ten working days following the date of 
publication.  

The planned works could involve either removing healthy trees over 75mm in 
diameter as measured at 1.5m above ground level and/or any tree work or batch of 
works that will have a significant impact on the landscape character of an area as 
assessed by an arboricultural officer. This will include crown reductions of over 30% 
in branch length on trees that have not previously been reduced. 

The table above provides details of the works which are open for public scrutiny, 
please note that some tree works schedules may contain other works in other 
service areas than those open to this level of scrutiny. The following details only 
relate to the significant works considered for scrutiny. Please note: where trees are 

https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/tree-strategy
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due to be felled, these are clearly marked on site with green tape. 

I refer you to Policy GM5 of the Cambridge City Council Citywide Tree Strategy 
2016-2026 Part 2: 

“When considering tree works on City Council land, the Council will invite resident 
and stakeholder comment regarding the following kinds of work: 

a) Any tree work which will have a significant impact on the character of an area. 

b) Felling healthy trees of over 75mm diameter” 

 

If you wish to make a comment about any of the works proposed, please submit 
them via this link: Comment on a tree work schedule. All unresolved objections to 
tree work subject to public scrutiny will be determined by the relevant Executive 
Councillor.  

 

 

 

http://democracy.cambridge.gov.uk/documents/s30878/Tree%20Strategy%20Part%202%20FINAL.pdf
http://democracy.cambridge.gov.uk/documents/s30878/Tree%20Strategy%20Part%202%20FINAL.pdf
https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/comment-on-our-planned-tree-works


ARBORICULTURAL WORKS ORDER

Sheet:
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01952

Cambridge CC

Works Order

Crematorium 21 October 2022

Complete by:Site type:

Location:

Start on/after:

Contract/Client Ref:
Item created:

Priority of works:

Order no/ref:

Tree/Item code CostQuantityRateSpecies/Work required

Crematorium (CREMAT), South Cambs

Grp/2 (523032)  Various species (Various species)
RDV 150 trees 0.00Conservation deadwood leave trunk at 4m for habitat. post no. 144.

w3w. frame.stray.wider
leave trunk at 3m. post no. 128. w3w. crass.woven.chin

 

Sgl/21 (512292)  Willow (Golden Weeping) (Salix x sepulcralis var. chrysocoma)
RDW 1 tree 0.00Rem - deadwood

 

Sgl/26 (512328)  Beech (Common) (Fagus sylvatica)
RGL 1 tree 0.00Rem - tree to ground level leave timbre stacked in tree belt

 

Sgl/28 (512336)  Beech (Common) (Fagus sylvatica)
RDV 1 tree 0.00Conservation deadwood leave trunk around 3m high for habitat.

 

Sgl/32 (512352)  Prunus (Fastigiate Cherry) (Prunus x hillieri 'Spire')
RFR 1 tree 0.00Rem - tree for replant

 

Sgl/77 (512532)  Ash (Common) (Fraxinus excelsior)
CR3 1 tree 0.00C/R - by 30% reduce top by 3-4m and sides by 2-3m

 

Sgl/80 (512544)  Ash (Common) (Fraxinus excelsior)
RDW 1 tree 0.00Rem - deadwood
CR3 1 tree 0.00C/R - by 30% retrenchment prune top of crown by 4-5m

 

Sgl/81 (512548)  Prunus (Myrobalan Plum) (Prunus cerasifera)
CLR 1 tree 0.00C/L - over road to 3m
RHG 1 tree 0.00Remove - lodging branch

 

Sgl/94 (512600)  Prunus (Myrobalan Plum) (Prunus cerasifera)
CR3 1 tree 0.00C/R - by 30%

 

Sgl/124 (512720)  Prunus (Myrobalan Plum) (Prunus cerasifera)
CRT 1 tree 0.00C/R - by 4 - 5m
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Tree/Item code CostQuantityRateSpecies/Work required

Sgl/129 (512740)  Cedar (Atlas) (Cedrus atlantica)
CRS 1 tree 0.00C/R - sides by reduce the two lowest branches on the south side of

the tree by 2-3m
 

Sgl/131 (512748)  Sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa)
RFR 1 tree 0.00Rem - tree for replant

 

Sgl/151 (512828)  Poplar (Unspecified) (Populus species)
CL3 1 tree Crown lift to 3m remove trunk epi.

 

Sgl/173 (512916)  Sorbus (Whitebeam) (Sorbus aria)
RST 1 tree 0.00Rem - stump

 

Sgl/184 (512960)  Willow (Golden Weeping) (Salix x sepulcralis var. chrysocoma)
RDW 1 tree 0.00Rem - deadwood

Canker under one of main branches; Prune  main branch with canker by 3m; 

Sgl/186 (512968)  Poplar (Aspen) (Populus tremula)
RHG 1 tree 0.00Remove - lodging branch
RDW 1 tree 0.00Rem - deadwood

 

Sgl/208 (513056)  Lime (Unspecified) (Tilia species)
CR2 1 tree 0.00C/R - by 20% reduce by 1-2m

 

Sgl/210 (513064)  Lime (Unspecified) (Tilia species)
RDW 1 tree 0.00Rem - deadwood
CR2 1 tree 0.00C/R - by 20% reduce by 1-2m

 

Sgl/211 (513068)  Lime (Unspecified) (Tilia species)
CR2 1 tree 0.00C/R - by 20% reduce by 2-3m

 

Sgl/212 (513072)  Lime (Unspecified) (Tilia species)
RDW 1 tree 0.00Rem - deadwood
CR2 1 tree 0.00C/R - by 20% reduce by 1-2m

 

Sgl/213 (513076)  Lime (Unspecified) (Tilia species)
CR2 1 tree 0.00C/R - by 20% reduce by 2-3m

 

Sgl/214 (513080)  Lime (Unspecified) (Tilia species)
RDW 1 tree 0.00Rem - deadwood
CR2 1 tree 0.00C/R - by 20% reduce by 2-3m

 

Sgl/215 (513084)  Lime (Unspecified) (Tilia species)
CR2 1 tree 0.00C/R - by 20% reduce by 2-3m
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Sgl/222 (513112)  Prunus (Fastigiate Cherry) (Prunus x hillieri 'Spire')
CRB 1 tree 0.00C/R - to clear building by 2-3m.

 

Sgl/226 (513128)  Ash (Common) (Fraxinus excelsior)
CRB 1 tree 0.00C/R - to clear building by 2m
RDW 1 tree 0.00Rem - deadwood

 

Sgl/227 (513132)  Apple (Crab) (Malus sylvestris)
RDW 1 tree 0.00Rem - deadwood

 

Sgl/228 (513136)  Maple (Sycamore) (Acer pseudoplatanus)
RDW 1 tree 0.00Rem - deadwood

 

Sgl/236 (513168)  Alder (Common) (Alnus glutinosa)
RFR 1 tree 0.00Rem - tree for replant

 

Sgl/246 (513208)  Alder (Common) (Alnus glutinosa)
RFR 1 tree 0.00Rem - tree for replant

 

Sgl/283 (513356)  Alder (Common) (Alnus glutinosa)
RFR 1 tree 0.00Rem - tree for replant

 

Sgl/299 (513420)  Poplar (Unspecified) (Populus species)
RDW 1 tree 0.00Rem - deadwood

 

Sgl/338 (514076)  Cedar (Atlas) (Cedrus atlantica)
CRB 1 tree 0.00C/R - to clear building by 1.5m

 

Sgl/340 (514084)  Willow (Golden Weeping) (Salix x sepulcralis var. chrysocoma)
CR3 1 tree 0.00C/R - by 30%

 

Sgl/341 (514088)  Willow (Golden Weeping) (Salix x sepulcralis var. chrysocoma)
RDW 1 tree 0.00Rem - deadwood

 

Sgl/342 (514092)  Willow (White) (Salix alba)
RDW 1 tree 0.00Rem - deadwood

 

Sgl/370 (523008)  Elm (Unspecified) (Ulmus species)
RGL 1 tree 0.00Rem - tree to ground level leave all timber and chip in tree belt

 

Sgl/371 (523012)  Elm (Unspecified) (Ulmus species)
RGL 1 tree 0.00Rem - tree to ground level leave all timber and chip in tree belt
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Sgl/372 (523016)  Elm (Unspecified) (Ulmus species)
RGL 1 tree 0.00Rem - tree to ground level leave all timber and chip in tree belt

 

â€¢ Basic inspection of all trees undertaken at this site. Significant issues and / or works
recorded where appropriate against relevant tree.Â Â  Sit was inspected on two dates 6.3.20
and 9.3.20-10.3.20

 

Expenditure code analysis :-

Expenditure code not specified

Schedule item analysis :-

CLR C/L - over road to                                          1 tree @ 0.00
CR2 C/R - by 20%                                                7 trees @ 0.00
CR3 C/R - by 30%                                                4 trees @ 0.00
CRB C/R - to clear building by                                  3 trees @ 0.00
CRS C/R - sides by                                              1 tree @ 0.00
CRT C/R - by                                                    1 tree @ 0.00
RDV Conservation deadwood                                       151 trees @ 0.00
RDW Rem - deadwood                                              13 trees @ 0.00
RFR Rem - tree for replant                                      5 trees @ 0.00
RGL Rem - tree to ground level                                  4 trees @ 0.00
RHG Remove - lodging branch                                     2 trees @ 0.00
RST Rem - stump                                                 1 tree @ 0.00

Kenny McGregeor

      0.00Total cost:

Issued by:

Contractor:
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This map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Her Majesty's Stationery Office (c) Crown copyright.

Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings." Cambridge City Council (Licence No.

100019730) 2006.
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